Abstract-The paper reports a novel technique in the field of human-computer interaction based on MEMS Inertial Measurement Unit (IMU). It enables inputting the characters by using four wearable sensors without the actual physical contact with a keyboard. In this paper, a virtual keyboard scheme is presented and the keystrokes are recognized through fusion data of accelerometer and gyroscope. We developed the sensor network using four MEMS sensors (MPU6050) and a microcontroller (STM32F103). The attitude angle of each finger during the keystroke are calculated from the data fusion using the angle compliment filter algorithm. And then, the different keystrokes are recognized based on the attitude angle of fingers. Finally, the Support Vector Machine (SVM) algorithm was adopt for recognizing the keystrokes, and the finial recognition correct rate can achieve 95.07%.
I. INTRODUCTION
Human-computer interaction technology has become pervasive recent years and changes the people's lifestyle greatly. As an important filed of human-computer interaction technology, virtual keyboard has attracted much attention. It breaks the limitation of traditional QWERTY keyboard and meet the requirements of people much better in terms of portability, ease of use, user-defined and so on. The general realizing schemes of virtual keyboard can be roughly divided into three types: computer vision based virtual keyboard, other types of non-contact virtual keyboard, and wearable virtual keyboard. The virtual keyboard based on computer vision technology is relatively mature and there are varieties of commercial products already. The key component of this type of virtual keyboard is camera, which is usually used for detecting the movement and location of fingers and obtaining more accurate position information of the key, such as VKB, VKEY and so on [1] , [2] . Other types of non-contact virtual keyboards are relatively diversified. The representative one is the virtual keyboard proposed based on the infrared proximity sensing principle. Four infrared transceiver sensors measure the reflected infrared light of each finger when pressing the keys. Then the keystrokes are identified by the change of the reflected infrared light received by four sensors [3] . Another novel keystroke recognition scheme, WIKEY system, is proposed by K. Ali, which is established on the Channel Status Information (CSI) values of WIFI signals [4] . But the complicate setups of these methods mentioned above heavily limits their application scenarios. There are two typical methods of the wearable virtual keyboard. The first type of methods, such as Finger-Joint Gesture (FJG), suggest viewing the phalanges of four fingers as the virtual keys and the thumb is used to press keys [2] . Another type of methods adopts sensors to match the finger gestures with keys by measuring and extracting features of different keystrokes, such as KITTY [5] . This kind of scheme are convenience for wearing and easy for use, providing much more potential opportunities for widely use in the future. This paper presents a new approach of wearable virtual keyboard. IMU are wear like rings. The change of attitude angle is obtained much easier than the infrared light and images. And our research show that the change in the angle of fingers is available for identifying each keystroke. The overall recognition correct rate is 95.07% based on the Support Vector Machine (SVM). The setup of virtual keyboard scheme, experiment method and recognition algorithm are shown in detail.
II. METHOD

A. Setup
In this paper, the MEMS sensor (MPU6050) is adopted as the experimental sensor to collect the data of finger angles. A microcontroller (STM32F103) is used to collect and store the data of the experiment. The MPU6050 integrates a 3-axis gyroscope and a 3-axis accelerometer. With a smaller size lower, power consumption, and accurate axial alignment of sensor combinations, it is widely used in wearable devices for motion attitude detection. The flow chart of the experiment is illustrated in Fig. 1 Before attitude calculation, these data are smoothed by a filter to eliminate noisy. Next, we adopt attitude angle as the main feature for recognition and classification. The angle complementary filter is adopted to calculate the attitude angle. Then, the amplitude is select as feature vector for recognition. Finally, the SVM classifier is taken to classify and recognize these keystrokes. 
B. Data Preprocessing
The sensors are firstly calibrated before collecting data. The static calibration of accelerometer and gyroscope are mainly adopted to reduce the zero error of sensors. In order to eliminate the white noise of the collected raw data, a low-pass filter was built inside the sensor to remove high-frequency noise. Then a smoothing filter is used to eliminate mutation noise.
C. Attitude Calculation
We used accelerometer data, angular velocity and magnetometer data of four fingers to identify the keystrokes separately by the waves comparison. But the recognition correct rate is very low for some keys. According to the accelerometer data, we can distinguish some finger gestures, such as finger-up, finger-shift and so on [6] . However, there are still difficulties for recognizing most of these keystrokes, because of the high similarity among these adjacent keystrokes. The recognition based on angular velocity and accelerometer data faced the same problem. The same keystrokes of different subjects always show big difference due to their specific speeds and amplitude; The magnetometer data show great differences at different time and place.
Based on the analysis of the experiment, we finally choose the attitude angle as the feature for keystroke recognition. The attitude angle is determined by the relationship between the object coordinate system and the geographic coordinate system. The attitude angle consists of three angles: pitch angle, roll angle and yaw angle. The attitude angle of different keystrokes shows obvious difference and stability in different typing experiments. Focusing on the relative values of attitude angle, the initial angle is shift to zero. Fig.2 (b) shows the change of attitude angle when pressing key 'E', while Fig.2 (c) shows the change in roll angles of all fingers when pressing key 'E'. The original data of acceleration and angular velocity is shown in Fig. 3 (a-b) . The Fig.3 (c) shows the angle estimate based on the acceleration and angular velocity. There is obvious high-frequency noise of the angle calculated from the acceleration, while the attitude angle calculated from angular velocity integral over time is smooth but with obviously drift [7] . A simple and effective way is to complement the acceleration and the angular velocity. The algorithm is shown as follows:
Where a is the final angle, k is the filter coefficient, dt is the time interval between updates, (a +g*dt) is the angle calculated by integrating based on angular velocity, am is the angle calculated by acceleration. The first half of the formula is something resembling a high-pass filter on the integrated gyro angle estimate. The second part of the formula is a low-pass portion acting on the accelerometer [7] . And then, it can fuse the accelerometer and angular velocity data and eliminate high frequency noise and the accumulation of low frequency errors by angle complementary filter. Because acceleration is unable to estimate yaw angle, we make the yaw angle estimate based on the angular velocity only. And the error caused by the drift can be ignored because we only concentrate on the relative change of angle during each keystroke.
To evaluate the algorithm, we compared it to the attitude estimation algorithm based on quaternions and Kalman filter which are shown in Fig. 3 (d) . We can find that the performance of angle complementary filter is highly consistent with the other two complex algorithms. After the algorithm comparison, we adopt angle complementary filter for attitude calculation finally. Because it not only can reduce the amount of computation, but also produce an acceptable performance.
D. Feature Extraction
Utilizing the attitude angle, different keystrokes can be recognized easily. The difference is consistent and we list some keystrokes for instance in Fig. 4 , in which we can recognize the keys by observing the difference among different keystrokes. There will also be some difference of the same key inevitably, but it is still recognizable among keystrokes of different keys.
During typing process, we find that the moment finger touching the key, there is a peak or valleys in the waveform of amplitude angle. And it always occurs in the middle of the complete waveform which are shown in Fig.4 . We extract twelve angle values of each keystroke as the characteristics for the recognition.
E. Classification
The Support Vector Machine (SVM) was adopted for recognition the keystrokes. SVM is a popular machine learning algorithm which is commonly used in general regression and classification as a non-probabilistic binary linear classifier. For the classification with k levels, we implement the "one-against-one" approach, in which k(k-1)/2 binary SVM classifiers are constructed and trained. The appropriate class is found by a voting strategy. In the strategy, each binary classifier is regarded as a voting and the class with the maximum number of votes will be adopt. During classification using SVM, a kernel function is needed to map the inputs into the high-dimensional feature spaces. The Radial Basis Function (RBF) is selected as the kernel, which is defined as the equation below [8] To evaluate the classifier, we take accuracy (ACC) as a performance indicator. Take the binary classification for example, the ACC can be defined as the following equation [9] :
Where FP is the number of the false positive classification, while FN is the number of the false negative classification. TP is the number of true positive classification, while TN is the number of true negative classification.
Recall and precision are also used to estimate the performance of classification. Precision is defined as the ratio of correctly predicted positive samples to the total predicted positive samples, while recall is the ratio of correctly predicted positive samples to the real positive samples. The equations are shown as follows [9] : 
III. EXPERIMENTATION
A. Experimental Preparation
During the experiment, four sensors are worn on the fingers (except the thumb) to collect data. Firstly, we determine the position of wearable sensors in advance. Generally speaking, each finger can be divided into three segments: the distal phalanx, the proximal phalanx, and the middle phalanx. Wearing the sensor on the distal phalanges can hinder the action of the subjects, and wearing the proximal phalanges always affected by deceptive movements [6] . Therefore, we worn the sensors in the middle of the fingers.
Secondly, we set the sampling rate at 64 Hz and it's enough to identify the motion of fingers. Each finger is allocated to in charge of the keys in advance, as shown in Table 1 . 
THE ALLOCATION OF KEYS
Before typing, these fingers are put on the commonly used initial location of keyboard, where the left index finger placed on the locating marker of key 'F', while the other three fingers are placed on key 'D', 'S' and 'A' correspondingly. We regard it as the initial finger gesture of keystrokes. When the finger moves towards to the target key, some adjacent fingers will go after naturally, but some finger may stay still on the reference points. To eliminate the influence of other factors such as psychology, the subject is required staring at the monitor during touch typing.
B. Experimental Results and Discussion
To ensure the reliability of data, we collect data on different days. We collect 30 sets of sensor data by pressing each key in a standard manner. Then we collect 50 sets of data with different sequence for recognition.
Then SVM is applied to recognize the keystrokes based on the change of angles. The confusion matrix of recognition result using SVM algorithm is shown in Table 2 . The rows represent the actual instances to be classified, while the columns represent the classified category. The last row is the precision of keystroke recognition and the last column is the recall. As shown in Table 2 , the accurate rate can reach up to 95.07%. Besides, the recall and precision of each key can also achieve a satisfied level. The experimental results show that the classification based on SVM algorithm can achieve a high accuracy, which also confirms the feasibility of our scheme. 
THE CONFUSION MATRIX OF SVM
Though the recognition accuracy is high enough in average, the recognition of the specific keys shows an obvious difference, as shown in Fig. 5 . The recognition correct rate of keys 'E' and 'W' can nearly achieve 100%, while the recognition accuracy of keys 'A' and 'B' are only 82% and 88%. Because of the propinquity in position, the keys 'V' and 'B' are easily confused. Besides the similarity in position, the little change of angle during keystrokes is another important factor, which often lead the error recognition of the keys 'A', 'D' and 'S', as shown in Fig.4 . There is huge difference among the detail typing custom of different subjects. So, it's difficult to establish a unified model for all subjects. To solve these problems, an efficient way is to design the specific virtual keyboard layout for each subject based on their own typing custom. Furthermore, we will develop the wireless sensor network to improve the virtual keyboard in future work. In this paper, we present a scheme of virtual keyboard based on wearable sensors (MPU6050) and a microcontroller (STM32F103). The keystrokes are recognized with a high accuracy utilizing SVM algorithm. Due to the difference in the position of keys, there are some difference of the finger attitude in different keystrokes. Therefore, the attitude angle is extracted as the feature to recognize the keystrokes. Finally, we adopt the SVM algorithm as the classifier. The finial recognition correct rate can reach up to 95.07% utilizing this method. And we expect that the individual wearable virtual keyboard based on MEMS sensors will be widely used for many circumstances.
